In this paper, we extend the classes of generalized type I vector valued functions introduced by Aghezzaf and Hachimi 
INTRODUCTION
Rueda et al. [2] obtained optimality and duality results for several mathematical programs by combining the concept of type I functions and univex functions [3] . Mishra [4] obtained optimality. duality and saddle point results for a multiple-objective program by combining the concept of pseudoquasi, type I , quasi-pseudo type I, strictly pseudoquasi, type I and univex functions. Mishra et al. [5] introduce new class of generalized type I univex functions by extending weak strictly pseudoquasi type I, strong pseudoquasi type I etc.Recently Caristi, Ferrara and Stefanescu [6] introduced    , invexity.
In this paper, we introduce new class of generalized type I univex functions with    , univexity and also studied weak strictly pseudoquasi type I,strong pseudoquasi type I, weak quasistrictly-pseudo type I and weak strictly pseudo type I. In section 2,we introduce some preliminaries. Some sufficient optimality results are established in section 3. A number of duality theorems in the Mond-Weir type are shown in section 4.In section 5. We are giving two results on general Mond-Weir type duality.
PRELIMINARIES
To compare vectors along the lines of Mangasarian [7] ,we will distinguish between     and between or and specifically. is an open set. Let X 0 be the set of all feasible solutions of (VP). We quote some definitions and also give some new ones. 
Denoting by WE(VP), E(VP) and PE(VP) the sets of all weakly efficient, efficient and properly efficient solutions of (VP), we have 
Remark 2.2[5]
There exist functions which are strong pseudoquasi type I univex with respect to 01 
for all 
and for all   
3.
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS In this section, we establish some sufficient optimality condition for an and the above inequality,
By inequalities (1) and (2) and condition (iii), we have ,
the above inequalities give
(3) which contradict condition (iii). This completes the proof. we get (2) . By inequalities (1) and (2) and condition (iii) , we have 
MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY
In this section, we present some weak and strong duality theorems for (VP) and the following Mond-Weir dual problem suggested by Egudo [7] : and the above inequality, we have
By the feasibility of ( , , ) y , we have 
,which contradicts (iii). This completes the proof. we get (5). By the inequalities (4) and (5) and condition (iii) , we have , 
Proof
Since z is efficient for (VP) and satisfies the constraint qualification for (VP), then from the Kuhn-Tucker necessary optimality condition, we obtain b>0 and 0
, the vector b may be normalized according to be = 1. b>0,which gives that the triple(z,b ,c) is feasible for (MWD). The efficiency of (z,b,c) for (MWD) follows from weak duality theorem. Thus completes the proof.
GENERAL MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY
In this section, we consider a general Mond-Weir type of dual problem to (VP) establish weak and strong duality theorems under some mild assumption. We consider the following general Mond-Weir type dual problem: is an efficient solution for (GMWD).
